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ACRONYMS
The definitions of acronyms used in this technical report are listed below.

1 D - One Dimensional
AEF - Annual Exceedance Frequency
CCDF - complementary cumulative distribution function
CENA - Central and Eastern North America
COV.- coefficient of variability
D - distance in kilometers or miles
EPRI - Electric Power Research Institute
FAS - Fourier Amplitude Spectra
FIRS - Foundation Input Response Spectra
fps - feet per second
FSAR - Final Safety Analysis Report
g - acceleration unit
GMRS - Ground Motion Response Spectra
Hz - Hertz
km - kilometers
M - Moment Magnitude
P - compressional wave
PSD - Power Spectral Density
PSHA - Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis
RMS - Root Mean Square
RVT - Random Vibration Theory
SDF - Single Degree of Freedom
SV - vertically propagating shear wave
UHRS'- Uniform Hazard Response Spectra
V/H - Vertical-to-Horizontal Ratio
Vp - compressional wave velocity
Vs - shear wave velocity
WNA - Western NorthAmerica
km/sec - kilometers per second
* - Greater than
< - Less than
< - Equal to or less than
>.- Greater than or equal to
% - Percent
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REPORT OVERVIEW
This report presents and describes the detailed methodology used to develop horizontal and
vertical hazard consistent site-specific uniform hazard response spectra (UHRS) at the Duke
Energy William States Lee III Nuclear Station Unit 1. The information presented in this
technical report provides a detailed presentation of analysis methodology, specifically
addressing calculation approaches using random vibration theory (RVT), location-specific
uniform hazard response spectra using Approach 3 (described in NUREG/CR-6728), and
incorporation of site-specific aleatory and epistemic variabilities in dynamic material
properties. This document supplements the analysis results presented in Section 2.5.2 of
the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR).

The site-specific U HRS are computed as free-field motions at the ground surface, although
other elevations or locations within a profile may be specified. In the case of the William
States Lee III Unit 1, site-specific UHRS were calculated at the base of the Unit 1 nuclearisland structure. As described in the: FSAR Section 2.5.4, the William States Lee III Unit 1
foundation is supported on new and previously placed concrete materials positioned directly
over continuous hard rock with shear wave velocity dominantly over 9,200 feet per second
(fps). To address this configuration, location-specific UHRS were developed for the Unit 1
nuclear island. The UHRS analysis goal is to achieve site-specific response spectra which
reflect the desired exceedance frequencies, or stated another way, preserve the reference
site hazard level and result in full site-specific hazard curves for William States Lee, III Unit 1.
The analyses described in this report apply to the development of horizontal and vertical
uniform hazard spectra for William States Lee III Unit 1.

1.0 INTRODUCTION
In developing site-specific response spectra, the usual approach involves, as a first step, a
Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis (PSHA) reflecting an outcropping reference site
condition'. The reference site condition is usually rock and, for central and eastern North
America (CENA), reflects a theoretical shear-wave velocity over the top 1 km of the crust of
2.83 km/sec with a shallow crustal damping kappa value of 0.006 sec (EPRI, 1993). The
shear-wave velocity is based on the empirical Mid-continent compressional-wave velocity
model of Pakiser and Mooney (1989), taken by EPRI (1993) to represent the CENA, and an
assumed Poisson ratio of 0.25. Since the 2.83 km/sec is but a single assigned rock .shear-
wave velocity, a realistic range of velocities and depths, as well as kappa values, could be
developed to define la realistic range in hard rock site conditions for which hard rock
attenuation relations and resulting hazard directly apply.

The kappa value, which controls high frequency motions, is empirical and based on
examining motions recorded at hard rock sites (e.g. Silva and Darragh, 1995). Subsequent
to the reference site condition PSHA, adjustments are made to the resulting reference site
UHRS to compensate for any significant differences in dynamic material properties that may
exist between the local site (Table 1) and the reference site. Table 1 describes the.
definitions of locations for motions in site-response analyses used in this technical report. In
applying the adjustments, the goal or objective is to achieve site-specific response spectra
which reflect the desired exceedance frequencies, that is, preserve the reference site annual
exceedance frequency (AEF) thereby maintaining hazard consistency. The site-specific
UHRS are usually computed as free-field motions at the ground surface, although other
elevations or locations within a profile may be specified (Table 1).

Site condition reflected in the attenuation relations used in the PSHA
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The development of horizontal and vertical hazard consistent site-specific UHRS may be
considered as involving two independent analyses. The first or initial computation is the
development of relative amplification factors (5% damped response spectra) between the
site of interest and the reference site (Ssit e ( ef)rInce

nonlinear site response. Currently the state-of-practice approach involves vertically
propagating shear-waves and approximations using equivalent-linear analysis using either a
time domain method (e.g. SHAKE.) or a more computationally efficient frequency domain
random vibration theory (RVT) method.

Subsequent to the development of the amplification factors, site-specific motions are
computed by scaling the reference site motions with the transfer functions. In the past,
purely deterministic methods have been used but these generally result in site-specific
'motions that reflect higher probability than desired. More recently, semi-deterministic
methods have been developed to conservatively achieve desired hazard levels, still using a
fundamentally deterministic method (NUREG/CR-6728). Along with these semi-
deterministic methods, fully probabilistic methods were also developed that accurately
preserve the reference site hazard level and result in full site-specific hazard curves. The
fully probabilistic approaches represent a viable and preferred mechanism to properly
incorporate parametric aleatory and epistemic variabilities and achieve desired hazard
levels and performance goals.

This report is intended to present an illustration of the two components used in the
development of hazard consistent site-specific UHRS: RVT equivalent-linear site-response
and fully probabilistic site-specific hazard analyses.

2.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF RANDOM VIBRATION THEORY (RVT) FOR SITE
RESPONSE ANALYSES

RVT reflects a classical engineering method for estimating population mean peak time
domain values based on a single root mean square (RMS) estimate of the response of a
system, provided the system excitation reflects stationary random noise. The advantage of
using the RVT formulation is that a large number of time domain analyses are not required
to obtain stable estimates of mean response. The entire response analysis can be done in
the frequency domain through the use of Parseval's relation (Boore, 1983). This relation is
a direct correspondence between the Fourier amplitude spectra (FAS) or power spectral
density (PSD) and the time domain root-mean-square (RMS) response for any system
parameter (acceleration, particle velocity, shear-strain, factor of safety against liquefaction,
etc.).

The combination of RVT and Parseval's relation then permits a single linear system analysis
in the frequency (power spectral) domain resulting in an estimate of time domain response
that reflects a mean response over the entire population of time histories whose FAS match
that of the system demand orload function. In other words, for a linear system, one which
admits a frequency domain analysis and spectral superposition is appropriate (no transfer of
energy between frequencies), RVT results in a peak time domain response for the entire
population of phase spectra which can be associated with the PSD of the load function. In
principle the load function must reflect random noise whose statistics do not vary with time
(remain stationary). In applications to strong ground motions, e.g. acceleration or velocity
time histories, clearly this does not appear to be the case as typical records show changes
in amplitude and perhaps frequency Content with time. However the randomness constraint
is, fortunately, a weak constraint and extensive testing (e.g., Boore, 1983; Boore and Joyner,
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1984; EPRI 1993; Silva et al., 1997; Boore, 2003) has shown the application to strong
ground motion in terms of response spectra, peak acceleration, peak particle velocity, and
peak shear-strains to be quite robust.

For applications to site response and strong motion, RVT is generally used in two distinct
places: 1) in estimating response spectra (oscillator time domain peak values) and peak
particle'velocities given a ground motion FAS and duration, and 2) estimating peak shear-
strain time domain values given a shear-strain FAS and duration.

2.1 RVT Durations
For both applications, i.e. estimating spectral accelerations and peak particle velocities as
well as peak shear-strains, durations are taken as the inverse of the source corner
frequency (Boore, 1983) with a distance dependent term to accommodate the increase in
duration due to wave scattering (Herrmann, 1985). For the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1,
Table 2 lists the point-source model parameters and durations used in developing site-
specific V/H ratios (Section 4.2.1).

2.1.1 Peak-to-RMS Ratio
Several relations exist between the time domain RMS, estimated by integrating the PSD
over frequency, and the corresponding peak time domain values (Boore, 1983;, 2003).
These relations reflect varying degrees of approximation in 'the peak-to-RMS ratio,
increasing in complexity and accuracy as the number of extrema over the duration
decreases. Boore (1983) illustrates a range in RVT ground~motion parameter estimates
computed using different approximations. The maximum range is: about 10% for 'the
extreme case -of only 2 extrema (M = 3.0; Boore, 1983) over the source duration. Based on
extensive comparisons of response spectra computed from time histories (referred to as
single: degree of freedom (SDF) spectra) with RVT estimates, Pacific Engineering typically
implements an intermediate approximation. The intermediate approximation is an asymptote
expression for the peak-to-RMS ratio (Equation 24; Boore, 1983) and was used in the Lee
Nuclear Station Unit 1 analyses.

To integrate the PSD, numerical integration is performed rather than analytical integration,
as the PSD includes site response in addition to the FAS of the simple point-source model.
Because the PSD is reasonably smooth,, a simple arid rapid Simpson's three-point scheme
is implemented but with a very dense sampling to fully accommodate the presence of peaks
and troughs. Typically (e.g. Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1) 25,000- points are used from 0.007
Hz (about 150 sec) to 150. Hz. Thewide integration range is to ensure inclusion of potential
high- and low-frequency amplification. Additionally, the RMS is sensitive to the integration
over low-frequency so it is prudent to extend its range to at-least an order of magnitude
below the lowest frequency of interest, 0.1 Hz for nuclear applications (e.g. Lee Nuclear
Station Unit 1). For application to other types of structures (e.g. long-span bridges, liquid
natural gas facilities, etc) requiring estimates of motions to lower frequency, the integration
range in FAS is extended from 0.0001 Hz.to 150 Hz.

2.1.2 Computation of RVT Response-Spectra
A number of procedures (equations) exist for computing response spectra (peak time
domain oscillator amplitude). These equations accommodate the increasing non-stationarity
of oscillatory time histories as oscillator frequency decreases. Non-stationarity becomes
critical as oscillator frequency becomes lower than the source corner frequency. Under
these conditions,. the oscillator duration exceeds the source duration, severely violating the
weak assumption of stationarity. For these cases, various correction procedures have been
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developed for RVT that reflect a range in computed response spectra of about 10%. Boore
(2003) gives an excellent illustration of two very different correction procedures showing
their similarity for both small and large magnitude earthquake sources. For applications to
transfer functions, horizontal amplification factors and vertical-to-horizontal (V/H) ratios,
differences in response spectra due to different corrections at low-frequency are cancelled
through taking ratios, as long as the corrections are applied consistently.

In typical Western North America (WNA) and CENA, source durations (inverse corner
frequency) scale. with moment magnitude (M) such that for M 5, 6, and 7, durations are
approximately 1, 3, and 9 seconds respectively. As a result, corrections only become
important for oscillator periods below 1,3, or 9 seconds, depending on the magnitude used
in generating the transfer functions.

Figure 1 shows an example comparison using 30 time histories from a finite fault simulation
reflecting randomly selected model parameters (e.g. slip model, nucleation point, shear-
wave velocity profiles etc.). Figure 1 compares median response spectra computed from
time histories with RVT response spectra computed from the corresponding PSDs. In
general, over the entire frequency range, the RVT spectrum agrees quite well With the SDF,
reflecting a slightly smoother version. At low-frequency, the RVT spectrum is slightly above
the SDF spectrum.

For the Lee. Nuclear Station Unit 1, because the site response is linear and therefore
magnitude independent and the maximum response is at high frequencies, the dominant
source with M of 5.1 (based on deaggregations, Section 4.1) was used (Table 2). Since the
maximum site response occurs at Very high frequencies (> 50 Hz), RVT correction
procedures are not an issue. An appreciation that the correction effects are not an issue, as
their impacts are cancelled in the ratios, is seen in the Unit 1 amplification factors at low
frequency (Figure 2). The amplifications factors remain unity down to 0.1 Hz, nearly a factor
of 10 lower than the source corner frequency for an M 5.1 source (Table 2). As is apparent
from Figure 2, distances are not those listed in Table 2. The suite listed is Table 2 reflects
the suite used for Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 Foundation Input Response Spectra (FIRS)
analyses, which included concrete fill over hard rock as well as computation of V/H ratios for
Unit 1, both of which require a reasonably dense grid of reference site motions. The
motivation for the distances used in Figure 2 is discussed in Section 3.4.2.3.

2.2 RVT-Based Equivalent-Linear Site-Response
The RVT site-response computational formulation that has been most widely employed to
evaluate 1 D site response assumes vertically-propagating plane shear-waves (S-waves).
Departures of soil response from a linear Constitutive relation are treated in an approximate
manner through the use of the equivalent-linear formulation, The equivalent-linear
formulation, in its present form, was introduced by Idriss and Seed (1968). A stepwise
iterative analysis approach was formalized into a 1D, vertically propagating S-wave code
called SHAKE (Schnabel et al., 1972). Subsequently, this code has become the most
widely used and validated analysis package for 1 D site response calculations.

Careful validation exercises between equivalent-linear and fully nonlinear formulations using
recorded motions (peak horizontal acceleration) from 0.05 to 0.5g showed little difference in
results for response spectral ordinates (EPRI, 1993). Both formulations compared favorably
to recorded motions suggesting both the adequacies of the vertically-propagating S-wave
model and the approximate equivalent-linear formulation. While the assumptions of
vertically propagating S-waves and equivalent-linear soil response represent approximations
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to actual conditions, their combination has achieved demonstrated success in modeling
observations of site: effects and represent a stable', mature,r and reliable means of estimating
the effects of site conditions on strong ground motions (Schnabel et aL, 1972; EPRI, 1988;
Schneider et al., 1993; Silva etaaL, 1997).

The vertically propagating shear-wave approach cannot successfully model amplitudes to
arbitrarily long periods,at deep soil sites at large source distances, as this formulation does
not consider horizontally propagating surface waves. It is not clear, however, under what
circumstances (profile depth, source size and distance, and structural frequency) the 1D
vertically propagating shear-wave model would result in unconservative motions. Validation
exercises consisting of modeling recorded motions using the 1 D approximation at deep soil
sites in tectonically active regions suggest the simple model performs well in terms of
spectral amplitudes to periods of at least several seconds (EPRI, 1993; Silva et al., 1997;
Hartzell et al., 1999), periods long enough to accommodate nuclear facilities.

A clear advantage of the equivalent-linear vertically propagating shear-wave model is its
simplicity, resulting ease of implementation, and transparency. Due to its computational
efficiency, the modeling approach is easily able to accommodate site-specific aleatory and
epistemic variabilities in dynamic material properties in ground motions. This is
accomplished by varying input parameters and computing the resulting motions.
Unfortunately, to develop stable estimates of computed motions for each suite of
parameters, multiple time histories (e.g. 5 to 15), each matched to the control motion
response or Fourier amplitude spectra, must be analyzed. This is the case as peaks and
troughs in response spectra as well as peak shear-strains are sensitive to the phase spectra
of the control motion. For the traditional equivalent-linear formulation (e.g. SHAKE), since
peak ,time domain, shear-strains are used to iterate or soften the system (approximate
nonlinear response), each time history results in somewhat different response, with the
same dynamic material properties. The stacking (averaging) of responses necessary to
achieve stability over multiple input time histories (all matched to the same control motion
spectrum) renders the time. domain (SHAKE) approach difficult to properly develop fully
probabilistic response spectra.

As a practical alternative for the computation of site-response, the RVT based equivalent-
linear approach (RASCALS) was developed (EPRI, 1988, 1993) and thoroughly validated
(EPRI, 1993; Silva et al., 1997). In this approach, which propagates an outcrop (control
motion) power spectral density through a 1 D soil column, RVT is used to predict peak time
domain values of shear strain based upon the shear-strain power spectrum. The control
motion power spectrum is propagated through the 1 D rock/soil profile using the plane-wave
propagators of Silva (1976). Using RVT to provide an estimate of peak time domain shear-
strains results in estimates that reflect, in a single run, the mean over the entire population
of control motion phase. spectra, which is conditional on a single control motion power or
Fourier amplitude spectrum (FAS). The computational efficiency of the RVT approach then
easily allows the large number of site response analyses required to develop fully
probabilistic hazard consistent response spectra as it eliminates the need for multiple time
histories. For each suite of dynamic material properties, only a single site-response analysis
is necessary, resulting in a mean system response over the population of phase spectra
associated with the control motion PSD. Additionally, for amplification factors computed
with any time domain site-response analysis procedure, the frequency-to-frequency and
record-to-record variability in the computed soil response due to the time history propagation
introduces additional variability. This additional variability reflects a double counting as
frequency-to-frequency and record-to-record variability has already been accommodated in
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the aleatory variability in the attenuation relations used in developing the reference PSHA.
Employment of an RVT approach, because the control motion reflects a smooth spectrum,
properly neglects the frequency-to-frequency and record-to-record variability in response
spectra computed from real or realistic time histories and avoids double counting of
frequency-to-frequency and record-to-record variability in the computed site response.

In the RVT implementation for peak shear-strains, the simple asymptotic expression of
Equation 24 in Boore (1983) is used (Section 2.2). Based on extensive validations, this
simple approach adequately reflects peak shear-strains through the soil column resulting in
close comparisons between SHAKE, nonlinear codes, and recorded motions (EPRI, 1993).
Careful validation exercises in modeling motions recorded from 19 earthquakes at over 500
sites quantified the accuracy of the RVT equivalent-linear approach along with the use of a
point-source model to characterize control motions (EPRI, 1993; Silva et al., 1997).

2.2.1 Amplification Factors
To generate amplification factors (site-specific soil Sa/reference Sa) which properly
accommodate site-specific aleatory Variability, a randomization process of dynamic material
properties is typically implemented about a base-case profile (EPRI, 1993). In this process,
layer thickness and shear-wave velocity are randomized based on a correlation model
resulting from an analysis of variance on over 500 measured shear-wave velocity profiles
(EPRI, 1993). In this model, velocities are represented by a distribution at a given depth
coupled to a correlation with depth, to prevent unrealistic random velocity excursions above
and below a given layer. The layer thickness model is also based on measured profiles and
replicates the overall observed decrease in velocity fluctuations as depth increases. This
realistic trend is accommodated through increasing layer thicknesses with increasing depth.
The correlation and layering model prevents unconservative profile realizations with
uncorrelated velocity fluctuations over depth resulting in increased effective overall damping
due to wave, scattering at impedance- boundaries (scattering kappa). This condition is
exacerbated at high loading levels due to nonlinearity, concentrating shear strains in low
velocity layers. As a check on this possibility it is important to compare the median
response spectrum over multiple realizations with that from a single analysis with base-case
properties, at low (linear) loading levels. If the median spectrum falls below that computed
using the base-case dynamic material properties at high frequency by more than about 5%,
a significant amount of scattering kappa has been added in the velocity randomization,
resulting in :an overall larger kappa value than desired and unconservative high-frequency
motions at low loading levels. This should then be compensated by appropriately lowering
the kappa value in the control motions, another advantage of using a point-source model to
generate control motions as it is not an unambiguous endeavor to adjust control motions
developed from attenuation relations or spectral shapes (NUREG/CR-6728) for lower (or
larger) kappa values.

In addition to velocity and layer thickness variations, depth to basement material is also
commonly randomized to cover the anticipated range over the site. For large impendence
contrasts at the base of the soil, this variability smoothes the fundamental column
resonance which may not be stable over multiple earthquakes (Silva et al., 1986) suggesting
some degree of smoothing may be appropriate.

It is also essential to consider aleatory variability in nonlinear dynamic material properties
both laterally across the site as well as vertically (where the same base-case properties are
employed over a depth range). This variability in modulus reduction and damping curves is
accommodated by assuming a log-normal distribution at a strain value where the curves are
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changing rapidly, 0.03%, randomly sampling -a distribution and applying this perturbation to
the.base-case curves. The. perturbation is, tapered approaching the ends of the curves to
preserve the shapeý of the base-case curves. Empirical sigma values, based on laboratory
test of materials of the same general type (e.g. gravely sands) such that the G/Gmax and
hysteretic damping curves would be applied over depth ranges which boring logs or
laboratory index property tests indicate appropriate, are 0.15 (orn) and 0.30 (din) for modulus
reduction and hysteretic damping respectively.

The G/Grmax and hysteretic damping curves are randomized independently. Intuitively one
may expect a random excursion to a more linear modulus reduction curve would be
accommodated with a higher probability of a damping curves reflecting less damping.
However, such intuition may be more properly associated with mean curves rather than
random excursions about mean properties. Additionally, extensive tests with negatively
correlated curves showed very little difference in the variability of computed motions. This is
easy to understand as, hysteretic damping has a much less significant impact on computed
motions than does modulus reduction. A given percentage change in G/Gmax results in a
much larger impact on computed motions than a similar percentage change in hysteretic
damping. Shear-wave velocity affects both amplification as well as energy loss through
wave damping While hysteretic damping affects only energy loss. The overwhelming
sensitivity of equivalent-linear site response is in the modulus reduction curves (Silva, 1992).

2.2.2 Control Motions
Control motions* (PSD) may be generated by use of the single-corner (and double-corner for
the CENA) point-source model reflecting the magnitude contribution to the' hazard. With this
approach motions are generated for reference site-conditions as well as local site-conditions
by propagation from the source to the site (EPRI, 1993). Implicit in this approach is the
validity of the point-source ground motion model in terms of spectral shape. Validations of
the point-source model (EPRI, 1993; Silva et al., 1997; Boore, 2003) have shown the model
produces realistic response spectra for a wide range in M, distance, and site-conditions.
These validation exercises have demonstrated the appropriateness of the model to serve as
control motions for site-response analyses and resulted in the use of the model in
developing hard rock response spectral shapes and V/H ratios for the CENA (NUREG/CR-
6728). A limitation of the model is its demonstrated overprediction of low-frequency
response spectra at large M (M > 7.0) and at close distances (< 20 km) in the WNA (Silva et
al., 1997). This observation led Atkinson and Silva (1997') to introduce a double-corner
source modelfor large M WNA earthquakes. For the CENA, the appropriateness of the
single- or double-corner source models remains an unresolved issue -with most CENA
attenuation relations based on the point-source model (EPRI, 2004). 'For reference site
conditions: consisting of hard rock in the CENA, the single- and double-corner source model
spectral shapes presented in NUREG/CR-6728 may also be -used as control motions.
Uncertainty in single- verses double-corner models results in the, recommendation of
computation of amplification factors using both models and combining the resulting hazard
curves with the-same relative weights as used in developing the reference (e.g. hard rock)
PSHA,

For applications to the WNA, rock 'control motions may be generated, using empirical
attenuation relations or spectral shapes presented in NUREG/CR-6728, after adjusting the
surface outcrop motions to base-of-soil conditions (NUREG/CR-6728). Alternatively, the

"Control Motion: Motion used as input to site response analyses. This can be reflected in time
histories matched or scaled to a response spectrum or, in the case of RVT, a PSD.
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point-source single-corner frequency model may be used. with M limited to about M 7.0 for
deep soil sites to avoid overdriving the soil column at low-frequency (< 1 Hz). Alternatively
or in conjunction, the WNA double-corner source model (Atkinson and Silva, 1997) may be
used as control motions. Use of the point-source models reflects computational -efficiency
as it avoids the intermediate step of spectral matching to the empirical spectra, which are
not well constrained for all M at distances exceeding about 100 km.

2.2.2.1 Effects of Spectral Shape
In the development of amplification factors, the shape of the control motion spectrum plays
an important role due to nonlinearity in the. site-response. The three factors which control
spectral shape, apart from site effects include: magnitude (through the *source corner
frequency), single- verses double-corner source spectra, and distance (through depletion of
high-frequency energy as distance increases) (Silva et al., 1997). In principle all three
dependencies in control motion spectral shape should be accommodated in developing
amplification factors. Accommodating these potential dependencies on control motion
spectral shape would result in development of hundreds of mean amplification factors at a
fine discrete grid of values for M, e.g. every 0.1 unit in M, and in distance, e.g. every I to 2
km in distance over the ranges of contributions to the reference hazard. For the CENA,
separate suites of amplification factors computed for both 'single- and double-corner source
models would be required as well. However, the actual dependencies have been examined
through sensitivity analyses, resulting in general guidelines in magnitude and distance
dependencies that produce significant (> 10%) differences in mean.amplification factors.

For deterministic approaches in developing site-specific UHRS (Section 3.1, Approaches 1
and 2), typically only two magnitudes and associated distances are used reflecting the. high-
frequency (5 Hz to 10 Hz, 5 Hz and above) and low-frequency (1 Hz to 2.5 Hz, 2.5 Hz and
below) contributions to the reference hazard (NUREG/CR-6728). However, for the fully
probabilistic approach to developing site-specific UHRS (Section 3.1, Approach 3), a wide
range in levels of reference site spectra is required as the entire reference (e.g. hard rock)
hazard curve has contributions, to each point (exceedance frequency) on the site-specific
(e.g. soil) hazard curve. Typically the range in levels of reference site spectra is
accommodated through a suite ofý-expected reference site peak acceleration values,
conditional on M, generated by varying source distances (Table 2). This approach then
naturally accommodates any dependence on distance in the amplification factors due to the
effects of distance on control motion spectral shape.

To illustrate effects of control motion loading level on amplification factors, Figure 3 shows
median and ± 1 sigma estimates computed for a generic deep soil site in the CENA using a
single-corner frequency M 7.0 point source model. Reference (hard rock, Table 2) expected
peak accelerations range from 0.01g to 1 .50g at 11 discrete values with distances ranging
from about 300 km to 0 km (several km depth). As Figure 3 clearly shows, at frequencies
exceeding about 2 Hz, amplification decreases as loading levels increase. Also apparent, at
high frequency, is the increase in sigma with increasing loading levels. This is due to the
inclusion of aleatory Variability through the randomization of modulus reduction and
hysteretic damping curves. As loading levels increase, nonlinearity becomes more
important; appropriately reflecting a larger total aleatory variability. Also apparent in Figure
3 is the large deamplification at very high loading levels reaching.a minimum for the median
at about 30 Hz near 0.2. Based on empirical attenuation relations (e.g. Abrahamson and
Shedlock, 1997), the minimum for observations available through 1997 is about 0.5. The

Median estimates
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minimum value shown in Figure 3 of about 0.2 may be a result of the equivalent-linear
approximation, using a single value of shear-wave Velocity and damping at all frequencies.
As a result, a minimum amplification of 0.5 is implemented, based on observations.

To illustrate the effect of magnitude on amplification factors, Figure 4 shows median
amplification factors computed for M 5, 6, ,and 7. for the, same generic profile using single-
corner-frequency point-source models. At low levels of motion, 0.01g to 0.10g, there is a
strong M dependency at high-frequency (-> 20 Hz). This is principally due to distance
effects, depleting the larger M high-frequency control motion. This observation is due to the
increased width of the oscillator transfer function, as oscillator frequency increases. At the
large distances for M 6 and M 7 (beyond 200 km and 300 km respectively), the Fourier
amplitude spectrum is severely depleted. As a result, the high-frequency oscillators reach
back to low-frequency for energy such that the amplification factors reflect lower frequency
values. This is precisely the same phenomenon which causes response spectral
acceleration to saturate to peak acceleration at high frequency. While these M
dependencies due to distance are quite large at high-frequency, they become insignificant at
frequencies Of interest (< 30 Hz) for loading'.levels of concern (above, 10%g). This
observation also points out a possible limitation of the CENA spectral shapes in
NUREG/CR-6728. For consistency with the empirical WNA shapes, the CENA shapes were
defined only to a distance of 200 km. Use of these shapes for larger distances will likely
result in too. much high-frequency energy and unconservative amplification factors at low
levels of motions and at high-frequency. For the case of the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1, the
similarity of the amplifications, median and sigma estimates, over the distance range of 1 km
to 200 km (Figure 2) indicates this observation is not an issue. This is the case as the
fundamental resonance for the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 is near 90 Hz (Section 3.4.2.3),
well beyond the peak in the hard rock spectral shapes (NUREG/CR-6728). As a result,
even at a distance of 1 km, the Fourier amplitude Spectrum is depleted.

Of significance for-the development of UHRS for nuclear facilities is, the range in median
amplification over the 1 Hz to 20 Hz range for M 5, 6, and 7 shown in Figure 4. In general,
for loading levels up to about 0.75g, which covers the range of interest for AEF of 1 0 -4 and
10-6 over most of the CENA, the range in amplification is about 20% for a unit change in
magnitude. Based on sensitivity analyses such as these as well as the observation of
Bazzurro and Cornell (2004) of an even weaker magnitude dependency, from analyses with
recorded motions, a. conservative guideline for accommodation of magnitude dependencies
in the reference hazard deaggregation is about one half magnitude unit. That is, one should
maintain the model magnitudes as a function of structural as well as exceedance frequency
from the reference deaggregation to a' precision of about one half magnitude unit. This
approximation recognizes both the magnitude dependency of amplification factors as well as
the range in magnitudes contributing to the reference, hazard at a given structural and
exceedancefrequency. Use of the mode is clearly more appropriate than the mean, even
though ,there is rarely a single peak over magnitude.

These results point out the inappropriateness of simply scaling control motions up and down
to reflect either different magnitude sources or different distances, conditional on magnitude.

To illustrate the potential effects of source processes in the CENA in terms of single- versus
double-cornersource spectra, Figure 5 shows a comparison of median amplification factors
computed for the same suite of expected horizontal hard rock (reference) peak -acceleration
values. As with the magnitude dependencies shown in the low loading levels in Figure 4,
the differences between the amplification factors computed with the two source models at
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0.01 g are, in reality, due to differences in distances (317 km and 340 km for the single- and
double-corner source models respectively). Of more relevance and significance are the
differences in median amplification factors at higher loading levels (> 0.20g) in the 1 Hz to
20 Hz frequency range. In this frequency range, the differences steadily increase from
about 5% to 10% at 0.2g to over 20% at 0.75g with the amplification factors computed with
the two-corner model exceeding those computed with the single-corner source model. The
converse is true below the fundamental column resonance near 0.2 Hz. These trends are a
result of lower intermediate frequency source spectra for the double-corner source model
compared to the single-corner model (NUREG/CR-6728). This results in lower loading
levels, more linear response, for the double-corner source model, leading to larger-
intermediate frequency amplification and less of a shift the fundamental column resonance
to lower frequency. It is important to point out this effect would be greater for larger
magnitudes as well as less for smaller magnitudes, becoming insignificant for magnitude
less than about 5.25. This can be appreciated by comparing response spectral shapes
illustrated in NUREG/CR-6728 as the spectral sag of the double-corner source model
largely disappears at M 5.0.

To provide a further illustration of the impacts of magnitude and source processes on
median amplification factors as well as their associated aleatory variabilities, Figures 6 and
7 show results plotted versus reference (hard rock) response spectra for selected
frequencies (100 Hz, 10 Hz, and 1.0 Hz). These plots display the factors and standard
deviations in the manner of which they are implemented in the fully probabilistic approach to
developing site-specific UHRS (Section 3.0). Figure 6 shows the effects of control motion
magnitude on median amplification factors and their aleatory variabilities conditional on the.
reference spectral acceleration. The range in loading level (0.01g to 1.50g) is seen in the
frame for 100 Hz (peak acceleration by definition). The corresponding ranges in 10 Hz and
1 Hz hard rock response spectra, are displayed in the corresponding frames. Figure 6
illustrates the smooth nature of the factors and their aleatory variabilities as well as the clear
magnitude and loading level dependencies.. The overall smoothness of the amplification
factors and standard deviations is significant as linear (log scale) interpolation -is used to
'develop estimates between the discrete loading levels (e.g. Table 2).

As previously mentioned, the positive slope of the sigma values reflects the important
impact of the aleatory variability in the randomization of the G/Gmra and hysteretic damping
curves. As loading level increases, nonlinear dynamic material properties exert more of an
influence (become more important) on computed motions. As expected, peak acceleration
has the lowest variability. Empirically, peak acceleration is the most stable and therefore
most accurately known strong ground motion parameter (Abrahamson and Shedlock, 1997).
The decrease in variability with increasing magnitude and increasing loading level is also
expected. Larger magnitude sources are statistically stable (stationary) for longer durations
and, as loading level increases, nonlinearity tends to buffer or reduce fluctuations or
variability in response.. At low levels of loading, doubling control motions may double soil
peak acceleration while at high loading levels, due to nonlinearity, doubling control motions
increases soil motions by a smaller degree.

Completing the illustration, Figure 7 shows a similar comparison between single- and
double-corner source models for M 7.0. As with Figure 6, similar trends are shown for the
double-corner source model, smooth variation of median amplification and aleatory
variability with variations in loading levels.
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Alternatively, in lieu of the point-source model, the spectral shapes (NUREG/CR-6728) may
be used as hard (CENA, single- and double-corner) rock or soft (WNA) rock (adjusted for
base-of-soil conditions, NUREG/CR-6728) control motions. For use in the RVT equivalent-
linear -analyses, an RVT spectral match is performed generating a FAS whose RVT
response spectrum matches the target or appropriate spectral shape (NUREG/CR-6728).
As another alternative for control motions, the attenuation relations used in-developing the
reference PSHA may be used, provided the reference site condition is rock and for soft
outcropping rock, the resulting rock spectra are adjusted for base-of-soil conditions
(NUREG/CR-6728)., With this approach, separate amplification factors should be developed
using spectra computed for each attenuation relation as control motions to accommodate
potential epistemic variability in site-response due to the differences in spectral shape
among the attenuation relations. The resulting amplification factors- should then be
combined with the same relative weights as used in developing the reference PSHA.
Additionally, for the CENA, amplification factors computed for the single- and double-corner
source models should be combined with the same relative weights as used in developing
the reference PHSA.

3.0 APPROACHES TO DEVELOP SITE-SPECIFIC HAZARD
In developing site-specific UHRS or hazard there are two goals which must be met to
achieve desired risk levels:

1) Preserve the hazard level (AEF) of the reference site PSHA across structural
frequency to achieve hazard consistency and,

2) Incorporate site-specific aleatory (randomness) and epistemic (uncertainty)
Variabilities of dynamic material properties in the hazard.

3.1 Description of Approaches
In general, there are four fairly distinct approaches intended to accomplish the stated goals.
The approaches range from the simplest and least accurate (Approach 1), which scales the
reference site UHRS on the basis of a site-response analysis using a broad-band control
motion to the most complex and most accurate, a PSHA computed using attenuation
relations, median estimates and standard deviations, developed for the specific-site
(Approach 4).

Approach 1: This approach is fundamentally deterministic and involves, for a rock
references site, use of the outcrop UHRS to drive the site-specific column(s). By definition it
assumes a rock outcrop UHRS has similar characteristics as rock beneath soil, not generally
a valid assumption for soft rock (NUREG/CR-6728), and has no mechanism to conserve the
outcrop AEF. For cases where the hazard is dominated by earthquakes with significantly
different M at low (e.g. < 1 Hz to 2.5 Hz) and high (e.g. > 5 Hz to 10 Hz) structural
frequencies, the outcrop UHRS may be quite broad, unlike any single earthquake, resulting
in unconservative high-frequency motions (too nonlinear in site response). Even if only a
single earthquake is the major contributor at all structural ' frequencies, variabilities
incorporated in the hazard analysis may result in a broad spectrum, again unlike any single
earthquake. For these reasons, this approach is discouraged and Approach 2, an
alternative semi-deterministic method may be used.

Approach 2: This approach is also fundamentally deterministic and is intended to avoid the
broad-band control motion of Approach 1. For a rock reference site, Approach 2 uses low-
and high-frequency (and intermediate if necessary) deterministic spectra computed from the
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attenuation relations; used in the PSHA, or suitable spectral shapes (NUREG/CR-6728)
reflecting expected rock conditions beneath the local soils, scaled to the UHRS at the
appropriate frequencies (e.g., RG 1.165). These scaled motions, computed for the modal
deaggregation M and D are then used as control motions to develop multiple (typically 2 to
3) mean transfer functions based on randomized soil columns. If the control motions are
developed from the attenuation relations used in the reference PSHA, the generic site
condition they reflect must be appropriate for the rock beneath the local soils. Additionally,
separate control motions should be developed for each attenuation relation to include the
effects of spectral shape uncertainty (epistemic) on soil response. The resulting mean
transfer functions would then be combined using the same relative weights as in the
reference PSHA. The mean transfer functions are then enveloped with the resulting transfer
function applied to the outcrop (rock or soil) UHRS. This method was termed Approach 2A
in NUREG/CR-6728. The use of mean (rather than median) transfer functions followed by
enveloping is an empirical procedure to conservatively maintain the outcrop exceedance
probability (NUREG/CR-6728 and - 6769), as this fundamentally deterministic approach
does not include the contributions to soil spectra from the entire range in rock or reference
site hazard (Bazzurro and Cornell, 2004). The motivation for this "empirical" procedure is
discussed in Section 3.3 (Approach 3 - Approximate Method).

For cases where there may be a wide magnitude range contributing to the hazard at low- or
high-frequency and/or the site has highly nonlinear dynamic material properties, low,

;medium, and high M control motion spectra may be developed at each frequency of interest.
A weighted mean transfer function (e.g., with weight of 0.2, 0.6, 0.2 reflecting 5%, mean,
95% M contributions) is then developed at each structural frequency of interest. Following
Approach 2A, the weighted mean transfer functions for each frequency .of interest are then
enveloped with the resultant applied to the outcrop UHRS. This more detailed analysis
procedure was termed Approach 2B in NUREG/CR-6728.

Approach 3: This approach is a fully probabilistic analysis procedure, which moves the site
response, in an approximate way, into the hazard integral. The approach is described by
Bazzurro and Cornell (2004) and NUREG/CR-6769. In this approach, the hazard at the soil
surface is computed by integrating the site-specific hazard curve at the bedrock level with
the probability distribution of the amplification factors (Lee et al., 1998; 1999). The site-
specific amplification, relative to CENA rock (in the case of the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1),
is characterized by a suite of frequency-dependent amplification factors that can account for
nonlinearity in soil response. Approach 3 involves approximations to the hazard integration
using suites of transfer functions, which result in complete hazard curves at the ground
surface, or any other location, for specific ground .motion parameters (e.g., spectral
accelerations) and a range of frequencies.

The basis for Approach 3 is a modification of the standard PSHA integration:

P[As>z] = fjffP AF > aim, r,a fM;RIA (m,r;a)fA(a)dmdrda (1)

where As is the random ground motion amplitude on soil at a certain natural frequency, z is
a specific level of As, m is earthquake magnitude, r is distance, a is an amplitude level of the
random reference: site (e~g. hard rock) ground motion, A, at the same frequency as AS, fA(a)
is derived fromrthe rock hazard curve for this frequency (namely it is the absolute value of its
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derivative), and fM,RIA is the deaggregated hazard (i.e., the joint distribution of M and R, given
that the rock amplitude is level a). AF is an amplification factor defined as:

AF = As/a (2)

where AF is a random variable with a distribution that can be a function of m, r, and a. To
accommodate epistemic uncertainties in site dynamic material properties, multiple suites of
AF may be used and the resulting hazard curves combined with weights to properly reflect
mean hazard and fractiles.

Soil response, in terms of site amplification (Sa (site)/Sa (reference)), is controlled primarily
by the amplitude of rock motion and m, so Equation 1 can be approximated by:

zP[As>z] = ffP[AF>-(m,a)]fMiA(m;a)fA(a)dmda (3)
a

where r is dropped because it has an insignificant effect in most applications. To implement
Equation 3, only the conditional magnitude distribution, for relevant amplitudes of a is
needed. fMIA(m;a) can be represented (with successively less accuracy) by a continuous
function, with three discrete values or with a single point, (e.g., m1(a), the model magnitude
given a). With the latter, Equation 3 can be simplified to:

P[A>z] = ffP[AF > z la,m 1(a)]fA(a)da (4)
a

where, fMIA(m;a) has been replaced with m1 derived from deaggregation. With this equation,
one can integrate over the rock acceleration, a, to calculate P[As>z] for a range of soil
amplitudes, z.

It is important to note there are two ways to implement Approach 3: the full integration
method described below, or by simply modifying the attenuation relation ground motion
value during the hazard analysis with a suite of transfer functions (Cramer, 2003). Both
implementations result in very similar site-specific hazards (Cramer, 2003) and both will tend
to double count site aleatory variability, once in the suite of transfer function realizations and
again in the aleatory variability about each median attenuation relation. The full integration
method tends to lessen any potential impacts of the large total site aleatory variability
(Bazzuro and Cornell, 2004). Approximate corrections for the site component of aleatory
variability, may be made by implementing the approximate technique (Equation 7, Section
3.3) with C = 0, AF =1, and a negative exponential, where arp = the soil amplitude and o the
component of variability that is removed. For the typical aleatory variability of the
amplification factors (oGi = 0.1-0.3 e.g. Figures 5 and 6) and typical hazard curve slopes in
the CENA (K - 2-3, Figure 13), the reduction in motion is about 5% to 10%.

Approach 4: Approach 4 entails the development and use of site-specific attenuation
relationships, median estimates, and aleatory variabilities, developed specifically for the site
of interest which incorporate the site response characteristics of the site. The PSHA is
performed using these site-specific relationships for the specified AEF. This approach is
considered the most accurate as it is intended to accommodate the appropriate amounts of
aleatory variability into site and region specific attenuation relations. Epistemic variability is
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appropriately captured through the use of multiple attenuation relations. Approach 3 is
considered a fully probabilistic approximation to Approach 4.

3.2 Approach 3 - Full Integration Method
The site-specific hazard curve can be calculated using the discretized form of Equation 3
from Bazzurr6 and Cornell (2004).

G~ z) =.X P[Ya~jzxj]px(x)= X~ Gyj(x])xjpX) (5)

where G, (z) is the sought hazard curve for SSa(f), that is,, the annual probability of
exceeding level z.

z
G Yj: i(Iiix =O~ (6)~X aYInYIX

where GYIX is the complementary cumulative distribution function of (CCDF) Y = AF(f),
conditional on a rock amplitude x. This is simply the CCDF of the site amplification factors
as a function of control motion (e.g. rock or reference site) loading level.

O 1 - (0 - the widely tabulated complementary standard Gaussian cumulative
distribution function.

A

myjx - the conditional median of Y (the amplification factor).

rf, YIX - the conditional standard deviation of the natural logarithm of Y (aleatory
variability of the amplification factor).

Px ýj) -the probability that the rock or reference site control motion level is equal to
(or better, in the neighborhood of) xj.

Equation 5 is the essence of Approach 3 and simply states that the soil hazard curve is
computed as the product of the soil amplification (specifically its CCDF), conditional on a
reference (rock) amplitude x, times the probability of obtaining that reference amplitude,
summed over all reference amplitudes.

The soil amplifications, median and (rn estimates are all that are required, and are
generated by drivi.ng the soil column with a suite of reference site motions (Section 2.2). At
each reference motion, multiple realizations of randomized dynamic material properties are
developed followed by site response analyses to generate a suite, typically 30 to 100
(Section 3.4.1), of amplification factors. From that suite, a median and oY, is computed,
generally assuming a log-normal distribution.

The probability of obtaining a reference motion is the derivative of the reference (e.g. rock)
hazard curve obtained from the PSHA. This is done numerically and is a stable process as
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the hazard curves are quite smooth. Equation 5 can quite easily be entered into an EXCEL
spread sheet. Approach 3 is indeed, one simple equation.

3.3 Approach 3 - Approximate Method
An alternative solution to Equation 4 can also be calculated using Equation (7) from Bazzuro
and Cornell (2004). This is a closed form approximation of the integration of the
amplification factor over a range of rock amplitudes.

.2

zp = ap AFrp exp( ) (7)2 I-C

where zrp is soil amplitude z associated with return period rp; arp is the reference'spectral
acceleration a associated with return period rp; AV, is the geometric mean (mean log)
amplification factor for the reference (e.g. rock) motions with return period rp; K is the log-log
slope of the reference hazard curve that is calculated at each point from the reference
hazard curve and ranges from about 2 to 3 for CENA and possibly as large as 6 for WNA.
C is the log-log slope (absolute value) of the amplification factor with respect to the
reference motion that is calculated at each point from the amplification factors, AF and is a
measure of the degree of soil nonlinearity. If C = 0, the response is linear and highly
nonlinear for C approaching 1, where the approximation breaks down (Bazzurro and
Cornell, 2004). As previously mentioned, C ranges from about 0.1 to about 0.8 (Bazzurro
and Cornell, 2004). or, is the log standard deviation of the AF and is around 0.3 (oUe) or
less (Figures 6 and 7). In other words, at a given AEF or point on the reference site hazard
curve, the corresponding soil amplitude is given as the median soil amplification times the
rock or reference site amplitude plus an exponential factor.

The exponential factor is necessary to maintain the reference AEF and accommodates both
the aleatory variability as well as the degree of nonlinearity of the site amplification. The
slope of the reference hazard curve is a weighting factor that includes the contributions to
the soil amplitude for all reference hazard levels. Equation 7 clearly demonstrates the
additional factors needed over median amplification to preserve the hazard level (AEF) of
the reference motion. This Equation shows that in order to preserve the reference site (e.g.
rock) hazard level, multiplying the reference motion by the median soil amplification requires
an additional exponential term. This additional term includes the aleatory variability of the
soil or amplification factor, the slope of the reference site hazard curve, as well as the slope
of the amplification factors (e.g. with varying reference motion). This exponential factor
accommodates the potential contributions to a given soil motion by the entire range in
reference site motions due to soil nonlinearity. That is, a given soil motion may have the
same value at low levels of reference loading (relatively linear response) and at high loading
levels (relatively nonlinear response). To preserve the reference site exceedance
frequency, all the contributions to a given soil motions over the entire range in reference
loading levels must be included in the soil hazard. These contributions are not explicitly
considered in the deterministic Approach 2 method. Additionally, the effects of aleatory
variability in the soil amplification due to lateral variability in velocities and depth to
basement as well as randomness in G/Gax and hysteretic damping curves are included in
the exponential term. For a linear site, C is -zero so it is easy to see the exponential term
then accommodates the effects of profile variability in the soil hazard. The reference hazard
curve slope (K in Equation 7) is present to accommodate the impacts of the soil variability
and nonlinear amplification over the entire reference site, motion or -hazard curve. In the
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case C = 0 and for a reference hazard slope near 1, the median amplification times the
exponential term simply reflects the mean, for a lognormal distribution. This was the
motivation for using mean, rather than median amplification factors in Approach 2.
However, for more realistic reference site hazard curve slopes, use of the mean
amplification alone will result in motions that are too low for the assumed AEF. The
difference or underestimation increases as soil nonlinearity, characterized through C,
becomes larger for a given aleatory variability in the amplification factors. This was the
motivation for the "empirical" correction in Approach 2 of enveloping the low- and high-
frequency transfer functions. The high-frequency transfer function will typically have lower
high-frequency amplification than the low-frequency amplification factor as it reflects higher
loading levels, resulting in a higher degree of nonlinearity, and a greater value of C. Use of
mean amplification alone may then depart significantly from Equation 7 resulting in higher
probability motions than would be consistent with the reference hazard level, depending on
the value of C and the slope of the reference hazard curve. Using an envelop of the low-
frequency amplification, which typically does not reflect nearly as high loading levels at high-
frequency, and the high-frequency amplification was an ad-hoc manner of conservatively
achieving the desired AEF using deterministic analyses.

It is important to point out that a similar issue, though less significant, can occur at low-
frequency. In this case the high-frequency amplification has larger low-frequency
amplification than the low-frequency amplification. The envelope at low-frequency is then
controlled by the high-frequency amplification, compensating for the neglect of the complete
exponential in the low-frequency mean amplification (NUREG/CR-6728).

3.4 Implementation of Approach 3
Approach 3 is implemented using the full integration method which consists simply of coding
Equation 5. The soil (or rock) amplification distributions relative to the reference site
condition are developed by driving the site-specific column at a suite of distances generated
on a grid of expected reference site peak accelerations (Table 2), to accommodate
nonlinear soil response. At each distance, or reference site expected peak acceleration,
random suites of dynamic material properties are generated resulting in a distribution of
structural frequency dependent amplification factors (Sa (site)/Sa (reference)). For a given
structural frequency (e.g. 1 Hz), this process results in median and sigma estimates, for
each loading level, from which a CCDF is produced using standard asymptotic expressions,
typically accurate to the fourth decimal place. For each loading level, reference Sa at 1 Hz,
the amplification CCDF is then available to integrate over the entire reference 1 Hz hazard
curve. This is precisely the motivation for the wide range in reference peak accelerations,
0.01g to 1.50g (Table 2), to cover the entire reference hazard curve for each structural
frequency. For reference site motion outside the range, the closest values are used. To
minimize, any error in interpolation (log) for reference site- motions between grid points
(Table 2), a dense sampling of typically 11 values of expected reference site peak
accelerations is used. The array of peak accelerations is sampled more densely over the
range in values contributing most to the hazard, usually 0.2g to 0.5g. Since the amplification
factors are smooth (e.g. Figures 6 and 7 and Bazzurro and Cornell, 2004; Silva et al., 1999),
interpolation is not a significant issue and the 11 point grid listed in Table 2 is adequate to
capture site nonlinearity.

To compute the probability of reference motions (P(x) in Equation 5), the reference motion
hazard curve is numerically differentiated using central differences. Although hazard curves
are smooth so differencing is a stable process, the curves are interpolated to 100 points to
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maximize the integration accuracy of Equation 5. The use of 100 points was established by
increasing the number of points until stability (no change in derived soil hazard), was
achieved to an AEF of about 10'10. Using this approach, stability usually occurred at about
50 points so 100 points has been adopted as a conservative value for integration.
It is important to point out that because multiple levels of reference motions contribute to the
soil or site-specific hazard, a wider range in reference hazard than soil hazard is necessary
to achieve accuracy in the soil hazard. Extensive tests have shown that a conservative
range over which to integrate the reference hazard is a factor of 10 in AEF beyond that
desired for the soil or site-specific AEF. In other words, if site-specific hazard is desired to
10-6 AEF, reference hazard is required to an AEF of 10-7. Additionally, the same
consideration applies at high exceedance frequencies as well. In this case, if site-specific
hazard is desired at 10-2 AEF, reference hazard is conservatively required to an AEF of 101.

Approach 3 is also appropriate for computing site-specific vertical hazard from horizontal
site-specific hazard curves, producing vertical UHRS at the same AEF as the horizontal
UHRS. Resulting horizontal and vertical GMRS and FIRS then both achieve the same
target performance goals. As with the horizontal site-specific hazard, regarding the range in
the reference site hazard,. accuracy in the vertical hazard requires a wide integration range
over the site-specific horizontal hazard. As a result, to achieve an AEF of 10.6 for the
vertical site-specific hazard requires the reference site hazard to an AEF of 10.8.

3.4.1 Optimum Number of Realizations
Ideally the objective of the randomization process is to develop statistically stable estimates
of median values and standard deviations with as few analyses as possible. Bazzuro and
Cornell (2004) suggest that as few as 10 realizations are sufficient for application of
Approach 3. As Table 3 suggests, simple statistics indicates stability is a slowly varying
function of sample size, particularly for standard deviations. For a tolerance of the statistical
sample being within 20% of the population standard deviation at the 90% confidence level,
the number of samples is 30 and naturally less for median estimates. Because sigma (In) is
less than 1, typically around 0.1 to 0.4, and it enters as ' 1r2 (e.g. Equation 7), its impacts are
generally not large. As Table 3 indicates, improving the accuracy in the aleatory variability
to 10% ..requires a four-fold increase in sample size to 130 realizations at the 90%
confidence level. These trends are reflected in Figure 8, which shows the range in median
and sigma estimates computed for various sample sizes with five different random seeds.
In general, neither median nor sigma estimates are truly stable for fewer than about 200
realizations. Such observations led to 300 realizations to achieve less than a 10% error in
sigma estimates in NUREG/CR-6728. In that research exercise, high accuracy was desired
as comparisons were made between Approaches 2, 3, and 4. Achievement of similar
accuracy in development of hazard consistent UHRS is simply not warranted in view of the
impact on computed transfer functions. As both the simple statistics and Figure 8 show,
doubling the number of realizations from 30 to 60 does not generally result in a significant
improvement in accuracy. Increasing the number of samples beyond 100, as Figure 8
illustrates,. is required to achieve highly stable results.

However, it is really the desired accuracy in the computed hazard which should inform the
number of samples required. Based .on Equation 7 (Section 3.3), for a given percent
accuracy in amplitude, the required accuracy in the standard deviation depends on the slope
of the reference hazard curve as well as the degree of nonlinearity through the slope of the
amplification factors C. For the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 profile, since it is linear, C
becomes zero and from Figure 13, the slope of the reference (hard rock) hazard curve is a
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'bit less than 2, and the Gi, is about 0.1. In this case, -the exponential term containing Gin in
Equation 7 has a value of about 1.01. A 100% increase in oa, results in a value of about
1.04, or a 3% change. At the 90% confidence leveli fewer than 5 realizations are required
(30 were run for the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 analyses), increasing to fewer than 13 at the
99% confidence level and of course fewer still for estimates of the mean. Conversely, for a
Gin near 0.5, a steep hazard curve slope near 4; and over a highly nonlinear loading level
(e.g. over Ig at 10 Hz in Figure 6) with C near 0.5, the exponential term is about 2.7. In this
case a 10% increase in Gin results in an exponential value of about 3.4, or about a 20%
increase in amplitude, which is significant. For cases such as these, to achieve a 10%
accuracy in amplitude requires better than a 5% accuracy in, a,,. From Table 3 the number
of samples increases from fewer than 5 to 550 at the 90% confidence level to over 1,000 at
the 99% confidence level. Clearly, for application of fully probabilistic approaches to
developing site-specific hazard, the number of realizations should be case specific and
'determined with preliminary analyses. For the deterministic approach, since the mean is
given by the median times an exponential of c4, divided by 2, to achieve a 10% accuracy in
the mean requires only about a 30% accuracy in a,,, or about 1,5 realizations at the 90%
confidence limit, 35 samples at the 99% corifidence limit.

3.4.2 Example Illustrations
A straightforward way to illustrate the fully probabilistic Approach 3 is through comparisons
with the Approximate method (Equation 7) as. well as a fully deterministic method using a
median amplification. As previously discussed, the approximation renders the full
integration quite transparent and it is easy to illustrate the impacts of median amplification,
slope of the reference site hazard curve, and amplification variability (Gin) with simple cases.

3.4.2.1 Illustration Usinn a Horizontal or Vertical Mock Reference Hazard Curve
To clearly demonstrate Approach 3, the results of the simplest case of a linear (i.e. C = 0 in
Equation 7) reference hazard curve and a linear median amplification or V/H ratio of 2.0 is
considered in Figure 9. The aleatory variability of the amplification is taken as 0.2 (Oin) and
the slope of the reference hazard curve is 3 (log-log) initially then increased to an extreme
value of 6. Figure 9 compares three derived hazard curves obtained using: Approach 3 full
integration (Equation 5), Approach 3 Approximate (Equation 7), and simply median
amplification or V/H ratio (2.0) times the reference hazard. For horizontal components, this
latter (deterministic) curve effectively reflects Approach 2, which would use the mean
amplification. However for this example, the mean is only 2% larger than the median. In
general, it is clear that for a slope near 3, there is little difference between the deterministic
and fully probabilistic results. The Approach 3, full integration method, results in the largest
motions for a given AEF with the results using the approximate fully probabilistic method
very slightly lower. For the steeper slope, it is easy to see from Equation 7 the expected
impacts of Approach 3. The exponential term in Equation 7 becomes larger for the steeper
(by a factor of 2) slope, resulting in the difference between the median deterministic
amplification and fully probabilistic Approach 3 becoming -significant, approaching 15 to
20%.

Increasing the amplification variability to 0.4 (Gi,) (Figure 10), now shows a substantial
difference between deterministic and fully probabilistic results: a difference near 25% for a
slope of 3 and nearly 70% for an extreme case with a slope of 6. Use of the mean
amplification would only increase the corresponding soil hazard curve by about 8%, leaving
it a full 15% below the fully probabilistic Approach 3, illustrating the recommendation in
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NUREG/CR-6728 for enveloping high- and low-frequency mean amplification factors as an
empirical means of conservatively maintaining the desired hazard level.

This simple example also serves to illustrate the inherent stability of the Approach 3 full
integration method. In both Figures 9 and 10, near the discontinuity in slope of the
reference site hazard curve (going from a slope of 3 to a slope of 6), the derivative of the
reference hazard curve is undefined (very large), causing the observed bulge in the hazard
curve computed using the approximate Approach 3 method. The full integration method
simply integrates through the singularity, resulting in a gradual change in slope of the
resulting soil hazard curve,. Because real hazard curves can not have such discontinuities,
this extreme case illustrates the appropriateness of the numerical differentiation (e.g. density
of points in the hazard reference site hazard curve) as well as the numerical integration
scheme employed.

Also apparent in Figures 9 and 10 is the breakdown of the Approach 3 full integration
method near the limits of the reference site (input) hazard curve. At low AEF (1010), the
reference hazard curve extends to 10-11 AEF so the Approach 3 full integration hazard is
correct to an AEF of 10-0 , as is evident in Figures 9 and 10. However, at high exceedance
frequency, the reference site hazard curve extends to an AEF of 10'.. Near this AEF, the
Approach 3 full integration hazard shows a decreasing slope and convergence to the
reference site hazard. The full integration method simply reflects decreasing contributions
to the integral (sum, Equation 5) as the limit of the reference site hazard curve is
approached.

314.2.2 Illustration Using a Horizontal or Vertical Realistic Reference Hazard Curve
While the previous simplified example case gave a clear illustration of using the full
integration and approximate Approach 3 through examining the differences between
deterministic and fully probabilistic approaches to developing UHRS, further insights can be
provided by a more realistic case. For this example, a real WNA reference site hazard
curve for peak acceleration was used and serves to illustrate the impact of increasing slope
of the reference site hazard curve on developing fully probabilistic site-specific motions. As
can be seen in Figure 11, the reference site hazard curve has a slope which increases
significantly with decreasing AEF. As with the previous example, median amplification or
V/H ratio is set at 2.0 and is taken as linear (again C = 0 in Equation 7). Figure 11
illustrates the effect of increasing slope of the reference site hazard curve as the AEF
decreases for a range in -amplification aleatory variability (Oa, = 0.1 to 0.4). From Figure 11 it
is easy to appreciate the impacts of the. exponential term in Equation 7, the increase in
motion for a fully probabilistic analysis compared to a deterministic approach, as both the
slope and Gin increase. For a typical oin in the range of 0.3, accommodating aleatory
variability in velocities, depth to basement, and modulus reduction and hysteretic damping
curves across a site, the difference between' the median deterministic soil hazard curve and
the fully probabilistic hazard curve is about 25% near the AEF of 10-4. Recall that this
example, as well as the last one, assumes linear response in order to provide a more
transparent illustration. Consequently the exponential term in Equation 7 is a minimum,
resulting in a minimum difference between deterministic and fully probabilistic methods.

Figure 12 illustrates the comparison between deterministic and fully probabilistic analysis
results including the approximate Approach 3 method. A typical Gin value of 0.3 is
considered and the results illustrated in Figure 12 shows good agreement between the full
integration and approximate methods to an AEF of about 2 x 105. Below this exceedance
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frequency the approximate method breaks down in this example as the exponential term is
becoming too large (Bazzurro and Cornell, 2004).

This example also provides a check on the implementation of the full integration method in
terms of differencing the reference site hazard curve (density of points) as well as the
numerical integration procedure (Simpson's Rule). The full integration method agrees quite
well with the approximate result over AEF where it is expected to do so. At high probability,
the reference site hazard curve slope is quite small so the deterministic and fully
probabilistic approaches should agree (see Equation 7).

3.4.2.3 Illustration for The Lee Nuclear Station Unit I Horizontal UHRS
The Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 has approximately 20 ft of concrete (Vs = 7,500 ft/sec)
overlying CENA generic rock (Vs = 9,300 ft/sec). In developing the amplification factors for
Unit 1, the thickness in the concrete was varied 20 ft ± 3 ft and velocities were randomly
varied using a typical concrete coefficient of variability (cOV) of 0.1. Due to the profile
stiffness, a linear analysis was used in developing the amplification factors (Figure 2). Also,
due to the linear analysis, the typical dense grid of expected reference site peak
accelerations (Table 2) was not needed. Instead, to examine any potential impacts of
-spectral shape on 5% damped response spectra and thereby amplification factors due to
crustal damping at large distances (> 100 km), a coarse distance grid spanning 1 km to 400
km was used (Figure 2). While the expected amplification due to the concrete fill is well
above 50 Hz (resonance near 90 Hz), some amplification may propagate to frequencies of
potential structural concern, below 50 Hz. This may be due not only to the variability,
randomness in dynamic material properties, but also the smoothing aspect of 5% damped
response spectra. Recall that at high-frequency, response spectra, being a constant
damping smoothing operator, reflect transfer functions or resonances that are extremely
wide. Depletion of reference site energy at high-frequency due to crustal damping at large
distance (> 100 km), may cause the amplification factor resonance to shift to lower
frequency;

Figure 2 reveals this is not an issue of concern as there is only a very minor difference
between the amplification factors computed at 1 and 400 km. As a result, any of the suite of
amplification factors may be used.

Also, for the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1, because of the linear response, the amplification
factors are, by definition, independent of reference site spectral shape due to magnitude as
well as single- or double-corner source spectral shapes. For this case, Approaches 1 and 2
are identical.

As a result, based on our previous examples, Approach 3 (without the correction factors,
Section 3) as applied to the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 becomes trivial and reflects an
excellent illustration case. An additional benefit in transparency of Approach 3 applied to
the Lee Nuclear Station Unit I is the unusually small aleatory variability due to the typical
uniformity of concrete properties (COV = 0.1). The resulting Gin is about 0.1 giving a mean
to median ratio of only 1.005. This result indicates that the mean amplification over the
median amplification (Figure 11) is only about 0.5%, virtually the-same. As a consequence
a fully probabilistic method, Approach 3 analysis, due to linear site response (C = 0 in
Equation 7) and a very small aleatory variability (Gin = 0.1, see Figure 11) should give results
very similar to a deterministic method (Approaches 1 and 2 in this case), provided the hard
rock hazard curve does not have a steep slope.
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To illustrate the deterministic and probabilistic approaches applied to the Lee Nuclear
Station Unit 1, Figure 13 shows the hard rock (reference site) mean hazard curve computed
for peak acceleration. Over the AEFs of interest in the integration, 10-3 to 10-6, to define the
site UHRS at AEFs of 10.4 and 105, the slope of the hazard curve is about 2, or-slightiy less.
Comparing the "deterministic UHRS" computed by multiplying the median amplification
factor at 50 km (Figure 2) times the hard rock AEF 10.4 mean UHRS with the fully
probabilistic Approach 3 method, Figure 14 shows the expected equivalence. The two
approaches yield very nearly identical results, as expected for a linear analysis, small Uln,
and gently sloping reference site hazard curve. Figure 15 shows similar results computed
for an AEF of 10-5.

In summary, the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 reflects a clear and transparent application of
the fully probabilistic Approach 3 method to achieve hazard consistent horizontal and
vertical UHRS. The Unit 1 site properties are such that, the fully probabilistic method
reduced to a classical deterministic method is well illustrated by the approximate Approach 3
method in the previous test cases.

4.0 APPLICATION TO VERTICAL HAZARD
Typically the vertical UHRS is developed by a deterministic application of V/H ratios applied
to the horizontal UHRS. Since V/H ratios vary with both magnitude and distance for sites
with nonlinear response and with distance for linear sites (e.g. hard rock) (Silva, 1997;
NUREG/CR-6728), it is essential to capture these dependencies, identified through model
deaggregations, in developing the vertical UHRS. For the deterministic approach,
paralleling Approach 2 for the horizontal motions (Section 3.0), conservative estimates of
appropriate V/H ratios must be used to ensure achievement' of the same hazard levels and
target performance goals as the horizontal UHRS. Additionally, V/H ratios reflect epistemic
variability as is evidenced by WNA empirical soft rock and deep firm soil V/H ratios
(Abrahamson and Shedlock, 1997), further pointing out the'necessity of conservatism in a
deterministic approach to developing vertical UHRS. As previously discussed in the context
of Approach 2 for the horizontal UHRS, incorporation of epistemic variability in a
deterministic framework is not unambiguous as one can not simply average over suites 'of
motions or transfer functions which reflect epistemic variability. This process will not
generally achieve desired hazard levels and reliance on conservatism in V/H ratios remains
the most reliable option. These considerations, along with a desire for easy implementation
as a function of expected horizontal peak acceleration, led to the purposeful incorporation of
conservatism in development of the CENA hard rock V/H ratios (NUREG/CR-6728).

To accurately achieve desired hazard levels as well as performance goals, a fully
probabilistic approach is used, directly paralleling that for the horizontal hazard.
Implementation of the full integration Approach 3 (Section 3.2) for vertical hazard simply
substitutes V/H ratios for horizontal amplification factors. In this case, the distribution of V/H
ratios are integrated with the horizontal site-specific hazard curves (presumably developed
using Approach. 3). As with the horizontal case, Apptoachi 3 then admits the proper and
unambiguous incorporation of both aleatory and epistemic variabilities in V/H ratios,
achieving desired hazard levels. Again, in parallel with development of the horizontal
hazard, model deaggregations are used but, as previously stated, in addition to magnitude,
source distance is required as V/H ratios depend on distance as well as magnitude for soil
or soft rock site conditions.
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4.1 Hazard Deaggregation For The William States Lee III Nuclear Station
Figure 16 shows the source contributions in magnitude and distance for the Lee Nuclear
Station. In general there are three controlling sources: background sources with M near 5
and within about 20 to 40 km, the Charleston, South Carolina source zone with M near 7
around 250 km distance, and the New Madrid source zone over 400 km distance and with M
around 8. For high-frequencies, 5 Hz to 10 Hz and above, as AEF decreases from 104 to
10-5 and 10-6, the background source becomes much more dominant and concentrates
within about 20 km of the site at an AEF of 106. At low frequency, 1 Hz to 2.5 Hz, distance
sources dominate at AEF of 104 to 105. At 10-6 AEF and at 1 Hz to 2.5 Hz, the background
source within 20 to 40 km becomes more significant, controlling the peak in the
deaggregation, although distant source have significant contributions.

It is these general trends that are intended to be captured in applying the magnitude and
distance dependent V/H ratios to the horizontal hazard.

4.2 Development of V/H Ratios
In the following sections the development of site-specific ratios and the motivation for
inclusion of empirical V/H ratios is presented.

4.2.1 Site-Specific V/H Ratios
'To develop site-specific vertical motions, incident inclined P-SV waves are modeled from the
source to the site using the plane-wave propagators of Silva et al. (1976) assuming a shear-
wave point-source spectrum (Boore; 1983, 2003). The point-source model is used to
accommodate the effects of source distance and source depth on V/H ratios. For
consistency, both the horizontal and vertical motions are modeled using the same source
and path parameters (Table 2). The horizontal motions are modeled as vertically
propagating shear-waves. For the vertical motions, the angles of incidence are computed
by two-point ray tracing through the crust and site-specific profile. To model site response,
the near-surface Vp and Vs profiles are placed on top of the crustal structure, the incident P-
SV wavefield is propagated to the surface assuming a linear analysis, and the vertical
motions are computed. For the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 with 20 ft of concrete over hard
rock (Table 2),, the base-case shear- and compressional-wave velocities are 7,500 ft/sec
and 14,000 ft/sec respectively.

For typical crustal structures without strong near-surface Vp gradients and at close
distances, the predominant motion on the vertical component is principally due to the SV
wavefield. In a soil column (particularly deep profiles), however, because there is usually a
large Vp gradient (larger for P-waves than for S-waves as Poisson ratios generally decrease
with increasing depth), the vertical component is usually controlled by the compressional
wavefield at high frequency (Silva, 1997; Amirbekian and Bolt, 1998; Beresnev et al., 2002).

In the implementation of the equivalent-linear approach to estimate V/H response spectral
ratios, the horizontal component analyses are performed for vertically propagating shear-
waves. To compute the vertical motions, a linear analysis is performed for incident inclined
P-SV waves using low-strain Vp and Vs derived from the base-case profiles. The P-wave
damping is assumed to be equal to the low strain S-wave damping (Johnson and Silva,
1981). The horizontal component and vertical component analyses are assumed to be
independent.

The approximations of linear analysis for the vertical component and uncoupled vertical and
horizontal components have been validated in two ways. Fully nonlinear modeling using a
3-D soil model shows that the assumption of largely independent horizontal and vertical
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motions for loading levels up to about 0.5g (soil surface, horizontal component) for
moderately stiff profiles is appropriate (EPRI, 1993). Additionally, validation exercises with
recorded motions have been conducted at over 50 sites that recorded the 1989 M 6.9 Loma
Prieta and 1992 M 6.7 Northridge earthquakes (EPRI, 1993). These validations show the
overall bias and variability is acceptably low for engineering applications but is .higher than
that for horizontal motions. The vertical model does not perform as well as the model for
horizontal motions (EPRI, 1993; Silva, 1997). An indirect validation was also performed by
comparing V/H ratios from WNA empirical attenuation relations with model predictions over
a wide range in loading conditions (Silva, 1997). The results show a favorable comparison
with the model exceeding the empirical V/H ratios at high frequency, particularly at high
loading levels. In the V/H comparisons with empirical relations, the model also shows a
small under prediction at low frequency (5 1 Hz) and at large distance (> 20 km).

For the vertical analyses, a hard rock kappa value of 0.003 sec, half that of the horizontal, is
used. This factor of 50% is based on observations of kappa at strong motion sites
(Anderson and Hough, 1984), validation exercises (EPRI, 1993), as well as the observation
that the peak in the vertical spectral acceleration (5% damped) for WNA rock and soil sites
is generally near 10 to 12 Hz compared to the horizontal motion peak that occurs at about 5
Hz, conditional on M 6.5 at a distance of about 10 to 30 km (Abrahamson and Silva 1997;
Campbell 1997; Campbell and Bozorgnia 2003). This difference of about 2 in peak
frequency is directly attributable to differences in kappa of about 2. Similar trends are seen
in CENA hard rock spectra with the vertical component peaking at higher frequencies than
the horizontal component.

The site-specific V/H ratios are shown in Figure 17 and reflect median estimates computed
with the stochastic model for M 5.1. As previously discussed, due to the stiffness of the Unit
1 profile, linear analyses were performed for the horizontal component resulting in
magnitude independent amplification factors and V/H ratios. For M 5.1, the distances range
from 80 to 0 km (Table 2) with expected horizontal hard rock peak accelerations ranging
from 0.01 to 0.50g. As Figure 17 shows, the V/H ratios forithe shallow concrete profile of
Unit 1 are nearly constant with frequency and increase rapidly as distance decreases, within
about a 15 km source distance. For distances beyond 10 to 15 km, the V/H ratio is about
0.5 and increases rapidly to about 0.9 within about 5 km. The peak near 60 Hz is. likely due
to the peak in the vertical spectra. The multiple peaks beginning near 1 Hz reflect deep
crustal resonances (structure below a depth of 1 km, Table 2) and would be smoothed if the
crustal model were randomized and discrete layers replacedwith steep velocity gradients to
reflect lateral variability and a more realistic crustal structure. The distance ranges more
than adequately accommodate the hazard deaggregation.

As previously discussed, the model predictions of V/H ratios at low-frequency may be
slightly unconservative and at high frequency they may be conservative. While it is
important to include site-specific effects on the vertical hazard, potential model deficiencies
may be compensated with inclusion of empirical V/H ratios computed from WNA generic
rock attenuation relations (Section 4.2.2). Additionally, empirical V/H ratios of Fourier
amplitude spectra based on CENA recordings at hard rock sites for small magnitudes and at
very large distances have median values near about 0.8 and vary slowly with frequency
(Gupta and McLaughlin, 1987; Atkinson, 1993). To accommodate potential model
deficiencies as well as the large uncertainty in hard and firm rock V/H ratios for CENA,. a
minimum value of 0.7 is adopted, the average of the empirical CENA and site-specific V/H
ratios at large distance (> 20 km).
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4.2.2 Empirical V/H Ratios
Empirical western North America V/H ratios for soft rock are included in the development of
vertical motions in addition to site-specific point-source simulations. The use of WNA
empirical V/H ratios implicitly assumes similarity in shear- and compression-wave profiles.
and nonlinear dynamic material properties between site condition in WNA and the Lee
Nuclear Station Unit 1 column (Silva et I., 1999). Whereas this may not b.e the case for the
average WNA rock site profile (Silva, 1997), the range in site conditions sampled by the
WNA empirical generic rock relations likely accommodates site-specific conditions. The
relative weights listed in Table 4 reflect the assumed appropriateness of WNA soft rock
empirical V/H ratios for Unit 1. Additionally, because the model for vertical motions is not as
thoroughly validated as the model for horizontal motions (EPRI, 1993), inclusion of empirical
models is warranted. The additional epistemic Variability introduced by inclusion of both
analytical and empirical models also appropriately reflects the difficulty and lack of
consensus regarding the modeling of site-specific vertical motions (EPRI, 1993). In the
implementation of Approach 3 to develop vertical hazard curves, the epistemic variability is
properly accommodated in the vertical mean UHRS, reflecting a weighted average over
multiple vertical hazard curves computed for Unit 1 using multiple models. The vertical FIRS
(and UHRS) then maintain the desired risk and hazard levels, consistent with the horizontal
UHRS.

For the empirical V/H ratios, both Abrahamson and Silva (1997) and Campbell and
Bozorgnia (2003): Bozorgnia, and Campbell (2004) soft rock WNA relations are used with
equal weights (Table 4). As an example, Figure 18 shows the Campbell and Bozorgnia V/H
ratios computed for M 5.1 and M 8.0.. Distance bins differ between -the empirical and
analytical V/H ratios because the empirical ratios use a generic suite of distances used on
several projects while the analytical V/H ratios-are region specific. For distances beyond 57
kin, the empirical V/H ratios are nearly constant with increasing distance. Additionally, for
the smaller M (M < 5.5), there are few strong motion data available at larger distances
(Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2003). Because the ratios Vary slowly with distance, the
differences in distances are not significant. The empirical WNA soft rock ratios show more
distance (loading level) dependence than the site-specific analytical ratios (Figure 17),
perhaps due to nonlinearity in the horizontal soft rock motion (Silva, 1.997). These trends,
with the M independence of V/H ratios, are expected for firm rock conditions. That is, as the
profile becomes stiffer, nonlinearity decreases, and for distances within about 10 to 15 kin,
distance becomes the dominant controlling factor in V/H ratios (Silva, 1997).
The empirical soft rock V/H ratios show a clear dependency on magnitude, although it is not
particularly strong as7 the comparison is over magnitude. 5.1 and 8.0, The distance
dependency for the empirical V/H ratios shown in Figure 18 clearly illustrates epistemic
Variability having. significantly different trends with distance between those of Abrahamson
and Silva (1997) and Campbell and Bozorgnia (2003). As an example, at 20 Hz and for M
5.1, Abramson and Silva (1997) show little distance dependency with a value near 0.7 while
Campbell and Bozorgnia (2003) show a range varying from about 0.6 to about 1.0, about a

.70% change, over the distance range of 57 km to 1 km. The converse is apparent for M 8.0.
Such differences between relations generally considered reliable illustrate the significant
epistemic variability inherent in developing vertical hazard and the necessity for its
statistically proper inclusion through the use of multiple Models, within the context of
Approach 3 (Section 3.0).

It is important to note the site7specific and generic V/H ratios peak at very different
frequencies, about 60 Hz and about 10 to 20 'Hz, respectively, with the site-specific having
generally higher V/H ratios, particularly at close distances. Use of an empirical V/H ratio
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alone may underestimate the vertical hazard at high frequency, provided the model
predictions are reasonably accurate.
For theempirical V/H ratios, to fully accommodate the hazard deaggregation (Section 4.1,
Figure 16), V/H ratios for magnitude 7.0 were also computed and used (Table 4) in
developing the vertical hazard (Section 4.3).

4.2.3 Aleatory Variability In V/H Ratios
In addition to the epistemic variability accommodated through the use of multiple models for
V/H ratios, aleatory variability due to randomness of dynamic material properties varying
vertically and laterally across the site should be accommodated as well. However, in
developing the vertical hazard, since site-specific aleatory variability has been incorporated
in developing the horizontal site-specific hazard curves, it is advisable to constrain the sigma
of the site-specific V/H ratios to values less than about 0.15 to 0.20 (oa,). This range is to
accommodate the observation of slightly larger variability about median attenuation relations
in the vertical component compared to the horizontal component (Abrahamson and Silva,
1997). An example of aleatory variability in site-specific V/H ratios computed for the Lee
Nuclear Station Unit I is shown in Figure 19 (80 km case, Figure 17). For the Unit I site
conditions and hard rock in general, the aleatory variability is quite small, less than about 0.1
(G,,) due to the COV of 0.1 for shear-wave velocity within the concrete. However for less
uniform materials, the standard deviation can be significantly larger; as a result, limiting its
value avoids potential double counting site-specific aleatory variability in developing vertical
hazard. It should be noted that for the computation of site-specific V/H ratios, the
denominator (horizontal component) should be taken as the median (i.e. not varied) and
multiple realizations of the vertical component taken to form the basis for the aleatory
variability in the V/H ratios. This approach is intended to properly isolate the variability in the
V/H ratios to that of the verticals, recognizing the variability in the horizontal component has
already been. accommodated in the randomization of shear-wave dynamic material
properties.

The occasion to limit the V/H ratio variability may arise due to the randomization process
incorporated in the model for the vertical motions. For simplicity, the randomization of the
compressional-wave velocities fixes the Poisson ratios in the profile at the values of the
base-case shear- and compressional-wave velocities. The profile randomization scheme
(Section 2.2.1), based on shear-wave Velocities and layer thickness, produces realizations
of shear-wave velocities: with corresponding compressional-wave. velocities using the
original Poisson ratios. This process results in a suite of random shear- and compressional-
wave profiles, all with the same Poisson ratios (verses depth,). It may very well be the case
this simplifying assumption results in too large a range in compressional-wave velocities,
perhaps due to a coupling between shear-wave velocity and Poisson ratio. Obviously,
because horizontal components and consequently shear-waves are of major concern and
because there are many more measured shear-wave velocity profiles than both shear- and
compressional-wave velocity profiles, the profile randomization scheme has concentrated on
shear-waves. Additionally, a more statistically correct compressional-wave randomization
scheme would have little impact as a 20% to 30% change in!the aleatory variability, if small,
has a very minor impact (3% to 4%) on the vertical hazard for typical ranges in the slope (K)
of the horizontal hazard curve (2 to 6) and slope of the V/H ratios with loading level
(distance), as illustrated in Equation 7.

Returning to the empirical V/H ratios, Figure 18, as only median estimates are available
through horizontal and vertical attenuation relations (Abrahamson and Silva, 1997;
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Campbell and Bozorgnia, 1994, 2003), in application of Approach 3 which requires aleatory
variability (e.g. Equation 7) in the V/H ratios, a value of 0.15 (Uln) is used.

4.3 Implementation of VIH Ratios In Developing Vertical Hazard
In assigning the V/H ratios in the Approach 3 analysis, the source M and D change
significantly with structural frequency as exceedance frequency changes (Section 4.1,
Figure 16). To accommodate the deaggregation in (contributing sources) integrating the
horizontal hazard with the distributions of V/H ratios, the M and D selection follows that
listed in Table 4. The magnitudes selected are intended to capture the dominant sources: M
5.1 for close-in sources and M 7.0 and M 8.0 for the Charleston, South Carolina and New
Madrid, Missouri sources, respectively, both at distances well beyond 100 km. The
distances used for the V/H ratios (Table 4) reflect the distance sensitivity, or lack of
sensitivity beyond about 10 to 15 km for the site-specific ratios and beyond about 50 km for
the empirical ratios, considering the contributing source distances. The weights listed in
Table 4 are intended to approximate the relative contributions of the three sources across
structural frequency and exceedance probability. Because the V/H ratios vary slowly with
distance, only a smooth approximation to the hazard deaggregation is necessary. To
adequately capture the change in M and D with AEF, only a few distance bins are required:
5 and 57 km for the empirical V/H ratios and 0, 7, and 28 km for the analytical V/H ratios
(Table 4).

To illustrate the vertical hazard computed using Approach 3 with the empirical and site-
specific V/H ratios, Figure 20 shows horizontal and vertical UHRS computed for the Lee
Nuclear Station Unit 1 profile for AEF 10 4, 105-, and 10-6. The magnitude and distance
deaggregation (Figure 16, Section 4.1) is seen to be captured in the apparent V/H ratios
(vertical UHRS divided by the horizontal UHRS). As the AEF decreases and both the high-
and low-frequency source contributions move loser to the site (Table 4, Figure 16), higher
weight is placed on the closer empirical and site-specific, V/H ratios resulting in larger
apparent V/H ratios. The fully probabilistic approach then results in hazard consistent
vertical UHRS that properly accommodate site-specific aleatory and epistemic variability as
well as the effect of magnitude and distance on vertical motions. This is especially the case
at high-frequency and low AEF at 10.6.

4.3.1 UHRS Interpolation and Extrapolation
Because the reference (hard rock) hazard is computed at only seven frequencies, namely
0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0, 25.0, and 100.0 Hz (taken as peak acceleration), the site-specific
hazard has been both extrapolated to 0.1 Hz and at high-frequency, the reference hazard
curves were interpolated at 34 and 50 Hz, as these are the critical frequencies to define the
Unit 1 UHRS shapes beyond. 25 Hz. The interpolation is performed by using the
deterministic shapes (NUREG/CR-6728) for the appropriate, M to interpolate the hard rock
UHRS at AEF of 1 0 4, 10"5, and 10.6 yr-, resulting in three points on 34 and 50 Hz hazard
curves. The adjacent hazard curves at 25 and 100 Hz are then used as shapes to
extrapolate to lower and higher exceedance probabilities, resulting in approximate hard rock
hazard curves. Approach 3 is then applied to develop site-specific horizontal and vertical
UHRS at the same exceedance frequency as the 25 Hz and 100 Hz hard rock hazard
curves. Approach 3 (full integration method) is then applied to develop site-specific
horizontal and vertical UHRS at the same exceedance probability as the 25 and 100 Hz
hard rock hazard. For the vertical component, because the site-specific V/H ratios peak at
very high-frequency (beyond 50 Hz), it is important to maintain the appropriate hazard levels
between 25 and 50 Hz.
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Below 0.5 Hz, because, the aleatory variability in attenuation relations increases with period
(Abrahamson and Shedlock, 1997; EPRI, 2004), use of a median spectral shape
(NUREG/CR-6728) to extrapolate at low-frequency may be inappropriate and result in
potentially unconservative hazard or higher probability than desired. To address this
uncertainty, a conservative approach is adopted by extrapolating the 0.5 Hz 104, ,105 , and
10.6 hard rock UHRS, assuming a constant slope in spectral velocity (+1 slope inpseudo-
absolute spectral acceleration) (BSSC, 2004). The extrapolation is extended at low-
frequency to the earthquake source corner frequency, where the slope is increased to a
constant spectral displacement. Since. the source corner frequency, or transition from
approximately constant spectral velocity to spectral displacement, depends on' magnitude,
an average representative magnitude of M 7.2 is assumed'to apply for frequencies below
0.5 Hz, based on the low-frequency deaggregation (Figure 16). Application of the empirical
relation

Log T = -1,.25 + 0.3 M (8)

(BSSC, 2004) results in a corner period (T) of approximately 8 sec (0.125 Hz). To
accommodate this expected change in slope, the extrapolations are performed at 0.125 and
0.1 Hz, assuming constant spectral velocity from 0.5 to 0.125 Hz and constant spectral
displacement for frequencies below 0.125 Hz.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS
For the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1, a fully probabilistic methodology (Approach 3) was used
to develop the site-specific UHRS (NUREG/CR-6728 and 6769). As part'of this approach,
site-specific amplification factors as well as V/H ratios were developed using RVT
(NUREG/CR76728), rather than time domain analyses (e.g. SHAKE).

As part of the acceptance review of the William States Lee III Nuclear Station Combined
License Application, the NRC indicated that FSAR Section 2.5.2 did not provide a sufficient
level of detail describing the Approach 3 methodology and how the methodology was used
with RVT to develop, the final site ground motions. To address these comments, this
document presents a full and complete development of both RVT,, in applications to site'
response and V/H ratios, as well as both deterministic' (Approaches 1 and 2) and
probabilistic (Approaches 3 and 4) methods to developing site-specific UHRS.

Regarding site response, the two areas where RVT is usedidirectly in estimating response
spectra and peak shear strains for equivalent-linear analyses have been presented and
discussed. Other related considerations in 'site response such as choice of control motion,
effects of control motion spectral shape, and incorporation of aleatory 'variabilities in
dynamic material properties have been presented and discussed in terms of potential
impacts to the development of site-specific UHRS. Additionally, general guidelines for
implementing RVT in terms of site response have been presented and discussed.

All four methodologies for developing site-specific ground motions (Approach 1 to 4) have
been presented and discussed in order of increasing accuracy and complexity. The fully

-probabilistic approach used in computing the Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 UHRS (Approach
3) was developed through the derivation of basic equations, illustrating the various
simplifications as well as assumptions: Also presented and discussed are implementation
limitations of Approach 3 as well as the other approaches, and how these limitations are
addressed to preserve accuracy, Or conservatism in the case of deterministic approaches, in
computing site-specific hazard curves. Sensitivities of. the fully probabilistic approach to
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various parameters have also been explored to illustrate the essential elements in the
methodology, which enables the approach to achieve hazard consistency. Also presented
is a discussion of the optimum number of site response realizations, in terms of confidence
levels, to achieve a given accuracy in ground motion at a given hazard level for
implementation of the fully probabilistic approach.

Finally, Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 specific parameter values and results have been
presented for the horizontal and vertical UHRS.
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Table 1

Definitions of Locations for Motions in Site-Response Analyses

1. Outcrop: May be specified at the surface or at any depth within a profile.
A. Surface Outcrop: All material above the outcrop location is removed.

Motion comprised as the sum of upgoing and downgoing waves. For
vertically propagating waves (shear or compressional) the free surface
effect results in an amplification of exactly 2 over upgoing waves (incident
wavefield).

B. At-Depth Outcrop: Material above the outcrop location remains in place.
Motion comprised of upgoing wavefields only. However the upgoing
wavefields at the outcrop location may contain wavefields which
propagated above the outcrop. location, reflected from impedance
contrasts and the free surface, and propagated down past the outcrop
location. If there are significant impedance contrasts below the outcrop
location, these reflected wavefields contribute to the upgoing wavefields
at the outcrop location and may increase or decrease the upgoing
wavefield.

2. At Depth In-Column or Total Motions: As with the Outcrop-At-Depth, material above
the location of the computed motions remains in place. Motions are comprised of
upgoing and downgoing wavefields (total motion) and reflect motions experienced by
a buried instrument (e.g. vertical array).

3. Free-Field: Surface or At-Depth motions unaffected to a significant degree (< 10%)
by the built environment. For recording instruments, this is generally achieved at a
foundation dimension away from structures. For in-structure motions, this is
achieved at ground level and light structures of two stories or fewer.

4. Site: In this document the term site is used in its classical sense to reflect a single
geographical point, rather than the area occupied by a nuclear station.
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Table 2
Hard Rock Expected Horizontal Peak Acceleration Levels,

Point Source Distances, and Durations
M 5.1, single-corner

G(g) Distance (km) Depth (kin) Tsourcc (sec) Tpath (sec) Ttotal (sec)
1.50 0 2 0.96 0.04 1.00
1.25 0 2 0.96 0.04 1.00
1.00 0 3 0.96 0.05 1.01
0.75 0 4 0.96 0.12 1.08
0.50 0 5 0.96 0.20 1.16
0.40 0 6 0.96 0.25 1.21
0.30 0 8 0.96 0.34 1.30
0.20 7 8 0.96 0.47 1.43
0.10 16 8 0.96 0.84 1.80
0.05 27 8 0.96 1.43 2.39
0.01 80 8 0.96 3.97 4.93

Notes: Additional parameters used in the point-source model are:
Q = 670 fo.13

Aa (lc) = 110 bars
K= 0.006 sec, hard rock
p = 2 .7 1 cgs
3 = 3.52 km/sec
Rc = 60 kin, crossoverhypocentral distance to R° 5 geometrical attenuation
T = 1/fc + 0.05 R, RVT duration, R = hypocentral distance (kin)

CENA Generic Hard Rock Crustal Model
Thickness (k1m) Vs (km/sec) Vp (km/sec) p (cgs)

1 2.83 4.90 2.52
11 3.52 6.10 2.71
28 3.75 6.50 1278

[infinite] 4.62 8.00 3.35
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Table 3
Sample.Size Required for Percent Error In The Standard Deviation For A Normal Distribution

Confidence Levels (%)
% Error 90 95 99

Sample Size
50 - 5 7 13
30 15 21 35
20 30 46 80
10 130 200 300
5 550 700 >1000
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Table 4

Moment Magnitude

Empirical V/H Ratio Weights

High-Frequency Low-Frequency

> 5.0 Hz < 2.5 Hz

Magnitude (M) Magnitude (M)

AEF (yr-) 5.1 7.0 8.0 5.1 7.0 8.0

Weights Weights

10" 0.37 0.37 0.26 0.20 0.40 0.40

10-" 1.00 0ý 0. 0.25 0.25 0.50

10-6 1.00 0. 0. 0.43 0.14 0.43

Empirical V/H Ratio Distances

Magnitude (M) Distance (km)

5.1 5

7.0 57

8.0 57

Notes:
A&S (1997) = Abrahamson and Silva (1997)
C&B (2003) = Campbell and.Bozorgnia (2003)
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hazard curve (dotted line, slope = 3, 6). Median amplification factor is 2.0, a,, = 0.2.
Dashed line, reference hazard times median amplification, very close to Approach 2

C2

which uses mean amplification (mean = median e 2 ). Dashed-dot line represents
approximate Approach 3 (Equation 7), solid line is full integration Approach.3
(Equation 5). Note the impact of the reference hazard curve slope on the difference
between Approaches 2 and 3.
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Figure 10. Test case illustrating Approach 3 using a simple bilinear reference site
hazard curve (dotted line, slope = 3, 6). Median amplification factor is 2.0, oin 0.4.
Dashed line, reference hazard times median amplification, very close to Approach 2

ar-

which uses mean amplification (mean = median e 2 ). Dashed-dot line represents
approximate Approach 3 (Equation 7), solid line is full integration Approach 3
(Equation 5). Note the impact of the reference hazard curve slope on the difference
between Approaches 2 and 3.
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Figure 1 1. Test case illustrating Approach 3 using a realistic (WNA) reference site
hazard curve (solid line). Median amplification factor is 2.0, cy,n = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4.
Doffed line, reference hazard times median amplification. Very close to Approach 2

-0-

which uses mean amplification (mean = median e 2 ). Note the impact of the
reference hazard curve 'change in slope on the differences between Appro aches 2
and 3 (full integration).
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Figure 1 2. Test case illustrating Approach 3 using a realistic (WVNA) reference site
hazard curve (solid line). Median amplification factor is 2.0, ol = 0.3. Dotted line,
reference hazard times median amplification, very close to Approach 2 which uses

mean amplification (mean = median eT2). Dashed line represents approximate
Approach 3 (Equation 7), solid crosses line reflects full integration Approach 3
(Equation 5). Note the impact of the reference hazard curve change in slope on the
differences between Approaches 2 and 3 and the breakdown for approximate
Approach 3 below AEF of 2 x 1 0 A, in this case.
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Figure 13. Lee Nuclear Site hard rock horizontal hazard curve for peak
acceleration (Duke Energy CaroIinasi LLC, 2007).
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Figure'14. Lee Nuclear Station Unit I AEF 10-4 horizontal UHRS. Hard roc k and a
comparison between deterministic Approach 1 (or 2, as Approaches 1 and 2 are identical
for linear site response) and fully probabillistic. Approach 3.
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Figure 15. Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 AEF i horizontal UHRS. Hard-rock-and
a comparison between deterministic Approach I (or 2, as Approaches 1 and 2 are
identical for linear site response) and fully probabilistic Approach 3.
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Figure 16. High-frequency (> 5 Hz) and low-frequency (< 2.5 Hz) hard rock hazard
deaggregation for the Lee Nuclear Site (Duke Energy Carolinas, LLC, 2007).
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Figure 17. Site-specific median V/H ratios computed for the Lee Nuclear Station
Unit 1 for M 5.1 at a suite of distances. Due to profile stiffness linear analyses
were performed resulting in magnitude independent V/H ratios (Duke Energy
Carolinas, LLC, 2007).
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Figure 18. Empirical WNA soft rock median V/H ratios: AS, Abrahamson and Silva,
1997; CB, Campbell and Bozorgnia, 2003 computed for M 5.1 and M 8.0 at a suite of
distances.
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Figure 19. Site-specific median and ± 1 sigma V/H ratios computed for the Lee Nuclear
Station Unit I for M 5.1 at a distances of 80 km. Due to profile stiffness linear analyses
were performed resulting in magnitude independent V/H ratios. Sigma reflects aleatory
variability in shear- and compressional-wave velocities and depth to basement material
and across the site.
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Figure 20. Horizontal and vertical component UHRS at annual exceedance
probabilities 104, 10-5, 10-6 yr-: Lee Nuclear Station Unit 1 (Duke Energy Carolinas,
LLC, 2007).


